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I. IITRODUCflOl 
For many j&B.ra the detei'Mina.tion of oxjgwn has been a 
difficult task for analytical chemists, and reliable methoda 
for this detemlnation hav® become available only within 
the last decad©. S®veral problems are ©ncountered in any 
method for the dotermlnation of oxygen. Th,® foremoat problem 
Is th® pr©s0no® of atmospheric oxygen# This nsceasltates a 
closed reaction system, most frequently of th® high vacuiam 
typ® • 
Th© sacond difficulty c®nt©ra around th© fact that 
oxygen la so abundant and reactive that it is usually found 
even in th© purest Materials# This fact stakes it aeceasary 
to take axtrea# care in order to k®@p th© residual, or blank, 
oxygen within tolerable levels. 
Of particular Importanc® is the deterwlnation of oxygen 
in metals, fh® preaenc® of 0«001^ to 0,1^ of oxygen will 
drastically affect th® physical properties of moat metals. 
For example the presence of oxygen haa a marked effect on 
zirconium, tltanliam, and alloys of these metals, causing 
loss of ductility, increased hardness, and grain reflneaient, 
Sinc0 the development of the atomic @n#rgy program, 
metals such as girconluii, titanium, uranium, thorium, and the 
rars earths hav© btcont© very inportant. Thes® aetala hav© 
such a high affinity for oxygen at the t©i^eratures required 
for their'casting, that they must b© cast either in a 
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vaeuma or in a rar© gas ataoapher®. Since oxygen affects 
t'he phyaloal properties of th©s® laetala markedly, and since 
the oxjgBii content of th«s© matals can vary greatly depending 
upon the ear© taken in their •maniaf aetur®, it is highly de­
sirable to have a almpXe rout la® ni«thod for this deterBjirmtion. 
This thesis deseribts a new inethoi for th© determination 
of oxygen in metals# 
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II, piEss»' mmom op ditimimiio oxxgbh in .metals 
Th© procedwres employed tor th© dsterainatlon of oxygen 
and oxides in metals may roughly "b© olassified into reaidual 
and reduction methods. Th© residual methods are based on th© 
separation of th© metallic portioni of the saapl® from the 
oxygen containing eonstituents. Th® reduction methods depend 
upon th® reducing action of carbon or hydrogen at elavated 
t©Biperatur®s to form either carhon monoxide or water vapor, 
whioh is th&n d®tsrniin®d quantitatively, 
!• Hesidual Methods 
Qm of th# simplest methods for determining oxygen in 
metals involves th® us® of a solvent which selectively attacks 
ths metal, but Isavts th© insoluble ra®tal oxid© behind* 
Short (1) has recsoOTiended this technique for the detormina-
tion of oxygen in chromiun. In thia proeedur® th® lelectiv© 
solvent was l.*2 I hydrochloric acid. Eodden (2) has recom­
mended a similar prooedure for thorium. 
A msthod iiallar to th© above eonsisted of fusing th© 
steal saiapl# with aluminuia (3). Th© aluminuai reduced th© 
iron oxides end formed aluminum oxide which was insoluble 
in hydrochloric acid. An adaptation of this technique p©r-
fflittsd the d®'t©mlnation ©f th© oxygen conttnt of steel 
while it was still molten fh® molten metal was aajupled 
in an iron vessel containing an aluminum wire spiral. The 
it 
aluiainuiii oxld© thus formed was In the residue after 
dissolution of t'h© saiapla in hfdrocblorie aeid* 
lltctrolysis has been us@d to dissolve selectively th@ 
inetalliG constituenta in an Iron sainpl#, th© insolubl© 
oxides therebj falling to the bottoai of the electrolysis 
vessel (5)* The Iron aaiapl© was mad® the anode of an elec­
trolytic cell containing a stiitabl® ©leetrolyte. After 
©lectrolysii the loss in weight of th@ anod® wat determined, 
and tl» insoluble residue assumed to be oxide,. The indi­
vidual Mtallic oxidea were then determined. 
Chlorination techniques hav@ b©«n u@®d for th® det@r-
ffiination of ©xyg®n in titaniuia (6), Bry chlorine was passed 
over th® sampl# at If-OO® C, and the titanium volatilized as 
titanium tetrachloride. The tltaniuai in the reaidu® was 
then determined oolorliaetrically# The oxygan content wai 
calculated by assiming that mil of the titanium remlnlng wai 
titanium dloxid®. A correction must b® mad® for .th© carbon 
pressnt in th© sainpl®, and if molybdsnum, tungsten, or 
vanad.lum are pre.sent, some oxygen will h& lost ai their 
oxyshlorldss. A. similar proc©dur@ Is also appllcabl® to 
th® deterwilnation of oxygen in glrconluni C7l« 
Dry hydrogen chlorid® has b®0n suggestsd aa a reagent 
for zirconium. The zirconium was volatilised as th© tatra-
chlorid® leaving th®. oxide residue behind (8)» 
An alcoholic iodin® solution has b#en used as a selec­
tive solvent for iron. In this lasthod th© iron aatapl® was 
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dissolved by the iodlna solution and converted to a soluble 
compound {$), Any oxides In the saitje w@ra Insoluble and 
w©re filtered off for further analysis of the Individual 
compouada. 
All ®f th« above proeedures suffer froia several limita­
tions. All requir© at least two hours or laor© per determina­
tion* Til® purity of the r#sidtt® ia assumed In these tach-
niqueaj however, th© analytical results can b® greatly 
Influeneed by the pr@s®nc6 of carbides, nitrld©iS or metals 
of different atomic weight. A ooniplet© analyala of th@ 
residue should bs mad® in order to b© certain of the arialyti-
eal reaulti. 
Bf Reduction Methods 
Th© most popular procedur® for detenaining oxygen at 
th® present tin® is by vacuum fusion# In this method th© 
m©tal saapl® ia melted in vaouo in a graphlt® eruclbl®, 
Th© oxygen and coabiaed oxides, in th® saispl© react with th© 
eruelbl® to form carbon aonoxid## The nitrides or hydrides 
are si»ultan#ously d^cowposed to liberat® nitrogsn and hy­
drogen. Sine® oarbon is soluble to som® extent in most 
Biolt#n »«tals, th@r© is intiiaat® contact between tlm carbon 
and th« oxides, and the reaction to produce carbon monoj:ida 
proceeds smoothly, fypical reactions in the case of iron are: 
Hg (dissolved) >- (gas) 
F®0 C F© -h CO 
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Fe^O^ -f- 3C 2P© -h 3C0 
SPegl ^ 
fhe combined gaaes ar© ©xhausted into a calibrated •volmn#, 
and th&ir total pressure Is measured with a MeLeod gauge. 
Th® techniques for analjElng this gas mixtur® vary from 
author to author, fhe two jnoat popular methods are: (1) the 
use of a mass speatrometeri and (2) aelectiv® freezing. 
Tha us® of a mass spectrometer for this analysis has 
th® advantages of speed, convenienct, and great sensitivity 
with an aocuraey of about 10^ of th© amount preaent for a 
complete analysli, fhe main dlaadvantag® of this teohnlqu© 
is the difficulty in differentiation of the two major com-
poa®nta, carbon laonoxid© and nltrogeni both of whloh have 28 
as their masa nimber-# This ©aa be overcome with considerable 
loss of aeouraey, by dstermlning th© mass 29 fraction, which 
T-a 
is principally th« monoxld# of G , and multiplying by th® 
^12/^13 abundance ratio 88.5, to g«t th® total carbon monoxide 
in th© aass 28 fraction. However, as th© mass 29 fraction 
is so small, considerable errors arise if any impurity of 
mass 29 la present In th© gai. fhe probability that such 
iiBpurities will b® present is quite high since traces of 
hydrocarbons frequently occur in th© graphit® blank. 
In ti» selective freezing method, the combined gaaes 
ar© pumped over htat©d copper oxld® which oxidizes the carbon 
monoxide to carbon dloxld© and th© hydrogen to water. These 
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are reiaovad hy a liquM nitrogen trap, and the residual 
nitrogen preasur® is read on a McLeod gauge# The trap Is 
then warmed from -178® G to -78® C by subatltutlng a 'dry 
ic© bath for the liquid nitrogen bath* At this t®raperatur© 
only the water remains trozmn, and th® priissura of the 
system is now du« to the combined carboa dioxide and nitrogen* 
Knowing th®s© pressures, the original amounts of hydrogen, 
oxygen, and nitrogen can be cal©tilat©d by the application 
of Dalton'a law of partial pressures* 
In the cas® of most metals, however. It is found that 
reduction of th® iri«talllc oxides to carbon monoxide does 
not occur, if th© metal is fused directly in the graphite 
erueibl®# Possible reasons for this ares (1) th© melting 
point of the laetal »ay be too high} (2) the metal may be 
largaly converted to a high melting point carbide| (3) the 
dissolution of oarbon in th® metal may b© so slow that an 
adequate excess of carbon ia not available in the short 
time desired; or {if.) th» temperature required for the rapid 
reduction of the oxide may b© too far above th© melting 
point of th@ laetal, eauaing #xe©sslV0 volatilization of the 
metal. These difflcultiei may b® largely circumvented by 
th© us© of a metallic bath in th® reduction crucible. Iron 
and tin ar© th® moat popular. Sine© the metallic bath 
generally alloys with th© laetal being deteiwiined, the ©ffec-
tive melting point of th® sampl® is lowered, thus malcing a 
homogenous fusion @a@ier. The tandtney for carbide formation 
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la also reduced becaus© of the competition, of th© allojing 
agent In forming a stable compound. Since carbon la solubl© ' 
in th& bath material, th© bath fmollltataa an lanaedlate eon* 
tact between th® a©tal ani the reducing medium# Th® allojing 
action of the bath aatarlal also serves to reduce, th© vapor 
pressure of low melting point laetals, thus reducing the, 
evaporatloa of the aetftl to a cooler part of the apparatus, 
where the metal may condens© and ."getter" th® gases liberated 
from the sampl®» 
Data on typical analysis carried out by this method ar© 
listed in Tabl® 1. 
Some disadvantag©® of the vacuua fusion method, which 
have somewhat limited its us©, are the complicated apparatus, 
the necessity for a specially trained operator, and th© 
tedious procedure. It ha® been difficult to adapt this method 
to routine work, because each sample rsquires one to two 
hours for analysis, and the preliminary outgaasing to reduce 
th® blank commonly requires eight houra or more. Various 
methods have been devised to allow the operator to introduce 
more than one sample for analysis without opening the vacuum 
aystem for each sample# Even so, only four to eight analyses 
cen be carried out in on© working day* The nuisber of deter-
minationa per experiment is also limited by the maxiiaum con­
centration of the sample allowable in the bath for optimum 
reduction. 
An important consideration in vacuim fualon techniques 
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Table 1, fjpieal data for the vacuum fusion metliod of 









reeov- . material 
VAxlrnvm concen­
tration of metal 
in bath 
F© 9 1650 lOOjg F® 
lo 10 1560 100% Fe k.0% 
Mo 11 1300 100% F® 
fh 10 1900 100% W& 20^  
Cr 12 1600 %$$ W jP® 
25^  s® 
0r 13 1500 100$ f® kQ% 
•On 13 1100 100% Ion® 
Tl Ik 1900 100% Bn 
fi 10 i?5o 100% Pe 20% 
Tl 15 igoo 97i Sn 35% 
Ti 11 1800 100% fe $% 
TJ . 16 1700 100% P® 20% 
D 10 1800 100% Ioa« 
A1 13 1550 100^  P© 10^  
Si 13 1500 100^ Ion® 
Zr 17 1950 100^  7$% WB 
su 
\J,O% 
ZT 10 1625 100^ P® 30% 
ZR 11 1800 100^ P® s% 
? 10 1560 100^  F® ZO% 
11 13 1550 100% F® 50$ 
m 13 1550 100% F© m 
00 13 1550 100% P@ So% 
1 13 1600 100% P® 10% 
Mg 13 1600 to 1900 Ion# F© 
lew bath material Muat b© added with each sa»pl®. 
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is til® relative volatllitlea of different raetala under high 
temperatiiir© and high vacuma conditions. For ®»fflpl#,, after 
a normal experimant In which six to eight specimena of st®®l 
hav@ b@en analyzed, th® eold walls of th© quartz furaae® tub® 
above the eruoibl®, ar®coated with a in@tallie fila coaaisting 
of manganea®, almaiauia, magnesium eopper, and other alloying 
or residual ii»puriti«s. If this film la allowed to reach an 
appreoiahl© thicknsss. It aay absorb a eonsid^rable portion 
of any gas subsequtntly ®.volv@d and lead to low analytical 
res'Ulta, Magnesi-uin as an impurity in steel presents' a great 
deal of difficulty* fh© high vapor pressure of aagTOSium 
leads to rapid volatilisation and eoridansation upon a eool®r 
portion of the furnae©, where it acts as a very ©fficient 
"getter". 
Smiley (18) has dsaoribed a laodifioat ion of th® vacum 
fusion procedure which ©lialmtes the high vacuum apparatus. 
The aaiapl© was dropped into a molten platinum bath In a 
graphite oruoibl®, A stream of highly pur© argon at atraos-
phsric pressure removed th© ©arbon monoxid® and carried it 
throi^h a modified form of Scbuta@»s reagent which eonv«rt@d 
it to carbon dioxid©, fh© carboa dioxide was condensed in 
a capillary trap. After th® reaction was complete and tho 
capillary trap evacuated, the refrigerant was removed from 
th@ trap, and th® prssaur® of the #v©lv®d carbon dioxid® 
was measiired with a capillary raanoiaeter. The desired aenai-
tlvlty was achieved by using a small voluma rather than 
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meaaurlng l©w pressures. Approximately twelve minwtes wer® 
required per d@t«riaimtioa &n&. th© tjlaals could b© restored 
to operating levsl in an hoiir or two» 
Smiley obtained good results on iron, copper, alminuia, 
and thorium, but was not suooessful with titanium# This 
procedure is applicable only to oxyg®n,, and can not b@ 
modified for th© detanaination of hydrogen or nitrogen, 
Another modification of the vacuiim fusion procedure ia 
du® to lerahenbaum (19)• A known weight of th® metal to 
be analyzed together with a known weight of th® metal con-
iS taining a known 0 concentration was placed in a graphite 
crucible and heated in a vacuum, At a tamperatur© abov© 
the melting point of th® a«tal, th® 0^® will equilibrate 
between th® metal and th® gases, and thua th@ ratio of 
will be th© sam© in the laetal as It is in the gaaes evolved, 
1 D 1 A 
Th© carbon monoxide was then drawn off, and the 0 '/O 
ratio d®t0rain@d with a mass spectrometer* Knowing th# 
1 Q ^ / 
amounts of 0 and 0 added in th© standard, the amount 
of oxygen present in the saspla could then b© calculated. 
Th© main advantage of this techniqu# is that couplet® evolu­
tion of the oxygen froa th® saapl© is not neeasaary* Dis-
"l PL 
advantages ar® that standard materials of known 0^ content 
must be availabl®, and equilibration of th@ 0^® takes from 
one to threo hours. Th© equilibration tim# together with 
the tims required for outgasslng th® syat#3B and th® analysis 
of the equilibrated gas mixture drastically limit the number 
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of analyses that can b® performed per day* 
Another reduction method for the detarmlnation of oxygen 
depends upon the redtieing action of purified hydrogen at 
elevated t®mperatures on the oxides in a metallic s-ampl© (5)» 
The quantity of water vapor in the hydrogen leaving the 
furnace indloates the quantity of oxides reduced. Generally, 
it is thought that easily redueibl© oxides, aueh as those of 
esopper, iron, and mangants© are ooiapletely reduced but that 
refractory oxides, such as thoa® of alumlnutt, zirconium and 
titanium ar® not redueed, B«ttar results w©r# obtained on 
samples in the form of millings or powder rather than on bulk 
samples. Besides being Halted to th© determination of oxygen 
in easily reduoibl© oxides, this method requires several 
hours per determination as well as a prslliainary outgaasing. 
Broffiin© trifluorida has'proved to be a useful reducing 
agent for ths determination of oxygen in titaniiaa (20). Th® 
brofflin© trlfluorid® reacted with the titanium aampl©, forming 
tltanlu® tetrafluorid® and liberating molecular oxygen. Th© 
pressure of th© liberated ©xyg@n in a calibrated voluiti® was 
a Bi^asur® of th@ oxygen contsnt. A aingl® deterroination re­
quires at least two hours plus the outgaasing time. Only 
antisiony, arsenic, bismuth, boron, copper, germanium, selenium, 
silicon, thallium, titanium and •uranium, wer© found to b® 
coiopletely reduced with this r®tg@nt. 
A successful method (21) for th® determination of oxygen 
in titanium siaployed bromine vapor to deeompos® and volatilize 
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tha titanlian as titanium tetrabromide. Carbon was then 
employed to redue© th© residmal oxidss# In this method 
a mixtw© of aarbon and. th® titanium sampl® was heated In 
a gold boat at 825® C In a stream of purified helium and 
bromin@» The titanium tetrabroniide and ©xeesa bromin© was 
i»®raov®d with dry Ic® traps, Th® oarbon monoxide was oxidi'zed 
with hot copper oxid©, absorbed on Ascarlte, and then 
weighed# fhis method has been s.uce@ssfully applied in the 
concentration rang® from 0»05^ to 0^$% oxygen with a standard 
deviation of 5^ to 10^ of th® amount present* Approximat«ly 
two hours are required per analyiia. 
Xl|. 
III. POSSIBILITIia OF DITIHMIIIMO' OXTGES II 
MEfALS BY SPSCTHOQRAPHIC fBCHiI,qtJSS 
A. Intredttotion 
Speetrographlo methEsds for the •ieteminatlQii of alloying 
And residual lapwitiea in metals ar® now In eoiamon us® in all 
of the Hiatal inaustrlea. In prlnelpl©# tli© atoaii© speetram 
of oxygtn is ©xeitei together with all of the other eonsti-
tiisnts, of th® sample. 'It ia, therefor®, appropriate to 
inquir® whether oxygen, too, can b® determined in this manner. 
In addition t© potentially adftquat# sensitivity and accuracy, 
a speetrograpiiie method should alao reduce the tims required 
per amlyait.. 
B. Baaio Problems in th® Devtlopaent of 
SpectrogS-aphie Method for Oxygen 
fher© ar© several baaio problems irivolved in the apec-
trograpbic d0ter»iiiation of oxygon which no doubt hav® dis­
couraged previou® studies on this problem, Th® first basie 
problsm is that it is necessary to ©xclud® at«oaph®ric 
oxygen during the ©sceitation of th© sample.. This problen 
can be met in one of two ways. Excitation ©an b® carried out 
in a vacuum or in an ojtygen fr'®® atiooapher®, ®ach of which 
pr®i®nt their own probleaa. 
Excitation in a vacu^M can b» accomplished with either 
a high voltag# spark or with a d#c. arc. fhe vaouua. spark 
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has the dlsadvantag® of requiring a speelal high voltage 
aoure® unit with auffleient ©leotrloal insulation to handl® 
th® 100,000 volts n®@cl©<i to initiate tha spark In a vacuum. 
A vacuum arc has the dlS'advantage of being highly unstable 
and erratic and thus not conduclv# t© preels® results. 
Excitation In aa oxygen-free atmosphtr© also present® 
som® difficulties. First, ia the problem of preparing th© 
oxygen free gas. The sseond disadvantage Is that little is 
known about th© behavior of ©leotrical discharges In atmos­
pheres other than air. Th® work that hat been don© in rar© 
gas atniosph#r®s (22) indlcatsa that entirely different 
rat«s of volatilisation, levels of excitation, and other 
©xoitatlon properties prevail la dlschargss in inert atmos­
pheres. 
The second basic problem encountered in the development 
of the spectrographio method for oxygen la that th© resonance 
line, together with tfm other most aensitive lines of oxygen, 
fall in the vacuum ultraviolet region of th# spectriM, and ar® 
thus unavailable with the ordinary ipaetrograph. the oxygen 
llnea that ar@ in th© nor© readily photographed region ar© 
much weaker and also requlr© a relatively high energy for 
excitation (10-13 electron volts). 
The third basic problem is that spark discharges which 
ar© normally found best for th® analyses of fflstalUc samples 
actually only vaporize about a milligram of sample from th© 
aurfac®. In-effect the specimen is sampled to a depth of 
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only 0,1 Hill to 0,01 mm. With, »©tallie impurities this is 
sufficient# but for oxygen the ©xtent of surface oxidation 
could b« th© major factor, thareby overshadowing th© tru® 
ooncdntration of oxygen in the sample. Moreover, when only 
a f©w MllllgraMS are vaporised, low sensitivity would b© 
expected, particularly If an insensitive line must be uai®d 
for the analysis, 
C» Previous Spectrographic Work on the Determination of Oxygen 
Becaus® of the obstacles ©noountersd in th© development 
of the speotrogTaphic method for the datarmlnation of oxygen, 
few Investigators hav© worked on this problem. 
Sterner (23) in 1939 first approached th© problem of 
tha spectrographic deterBiinatlon of oxygen In steel usirig a 
vacuum spark, St©®l samples w®r® used as th® electrodes and 
sealed in a quartz tube which served as the vacuua spark 
chamber. After the vacuum syst#® was thoroughly outgaased, 
a 100,000 volt condensed spark waa passed between the elec­
trodes, Any gaaea that were liberated wer© pumped by an 
auxiliary Toeplar pump into a small G-®issl©r discharge tub#. 
The spark waa continued until the preasiire in th®. 'discharge 
tube reached about 0,1 n», Th© gas wsae then analysed 
spectrographically. Since no standards wero run and no 
quantitative data were obtained with this method, it is 
difficult to fully evaluate Sterner*8 work, 
Yudowitch (2i^) noticed that very strong titanium oxid© 
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bands ar© 0initt@<a wh@n titanium was arced In air, and sug­
gested a inothod bai®d on measuring th@ Intenaltles of these 
bands# fh® titanlu® Metal ®ampl© was are®d in a purified 
rar® gas .ataospiiore» and the speetrm was recorded# However, 
work on this teehniqu© was abondoned when th® sensitivity 
was found to b© only 2'-3^ oxygen In titanium, and the usual 
concentration rang® to b© oovsrei in eow«relal titanium 
metals and Its alloys is from 0«01^ to 0,5^ oxygen, 
Wbll® this th«sis investigation was in progress, Hos#n 
(25, 26) published a proeediffe for ti» deteriaination of 
oxygen in steal using a hollow eatliod© diacharg© tub®# fh® 
steel a.ampl© was placed in a graphite ©rueibl® which aota 
as, the cathode, and th« disoharg®, which takes place in argon 
at a few lam. pressure, heats the eruclbl®# Substantially 
the same reactions tak® place as those in th® vacuum fusion 
method, fh© oxjg&n from th© aampl© was liberated as carbon 
monoxide into the dlseharg® tub©, and its spectrum la recorded. 
Th® intensity ratio of on© of the Angstrom carbon aonoxld® 
band h»ads to an argon lln® was th@n aeasured. 
Ro®@n*i procedure appears to hav« llttl® advantage over 
vacuum fusion aethods. Th® ti»© per analysis 1® at least 
on® hour and th® ajsparatus blank appears to be considerably 
larger than in vacum fusion procedures# In addition this 
technlqu® retains the disadvantag® of fualag th© aampl® at 
a low pressur©, wh@r® sputtering is iiiOTe apt to take place# 
A special power supply for th© hollow cathod# is required. 
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and the laethod utilizes a apectrosoopic iouree with which 
very few analytical spectroacopists ar® familiar. 
fhe most obJactionabl® point in Rosen's procedure 
from a spectrographic viewpoint ii this method of standard­
ization. Th@ hollow cathode tub® used has provision for the 
excitation or laor# than on© sample without opening tha tub© 
to th© atmosphere, the oarbon monoxid® liberated from each 
sample aceumulatds in the ©xcitation ohamber, and intensity 
differences must be obtained in order to oaloulat® th® 
intensity eontributad by a. particular sample. In addition, 
th© standards must be run on each plat® along with th® 
samples, fhis is neeessary, according to Rosen, because of 
variables such aa argon pressure, speetrographie slit settings, 
photometry, and excitation, 
Rosen reported an error of approximately 10^ of the 
amount present for triplloat© analyses on two separate st®©l 
sariples containing about 0.03^ oxyg®n, 
D. Possibilities for Further Speotrographic Work 
Th® sp0ctrographic determination of oxygen by conven­
tional are or spark discharges either in rart gaaes or in 
other oxyg©n-fr®e gaaes has not baen investigated. Data on 
th© sdnsltivlty of thes© exeitation teohnlques should be 
obtained to indicate the feasibility of determining oxygen 
in this manner. 
Th© possibility of using atomic oxygen lines rather 
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than band ©alssion has not b©«n explored. In general, the 
atoffiie line spsetra of the ©lemants ay® u&n&llj mu&h mor® 
Intense than ©mission spectra of molecular combinationSj 
h^nc© eonsiderabli" higher aenaltlfltj seems prohabl®. If 
argon were used as an intornal standard as was^ done in Rosen'^s 
work, b©tt#r internal standftrdization would result hf using 
the atomic eaission lines of oxygen beeaus© of th© close 
match in ©xcltation potentials. 
In addition th® ©xoitatlon of metal samples in oxygen-
free ataiosphor«s by the carbon d,c, are nsathod should b@ 
studied* fh© high teraperatur® of th® supporting carbon 
electrode should eaus© reduction of th® metallic oxides Just 
as in vaeuuffl fusion methods, fh® liberated carbon monoxide 
would b®.dissociated in passing through th© arc and th© 
atomic apectruM of oxygen would ba ©xcited* 
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I?, APPASATUS 
A. Vaouuffl System aad Taeuiiis. Aro Stand 
fh© facutM systeitt ahown in Flgwp® 1 consiated of an 
oil d-lffmslon pimp (lo. 2) (Consolidated V&cnim Corp* YMF 
20-01), a liquid nitrogen trap (Io« 3) constructed of 
stalnlesa stesl and attached directly to the diffusion 
pump stack, and a on# inch -raeuuia val¥e (lo.». 5) (Distilla­
tion Produet® Inc, K?-l). A «®chaaioal piaip (Mo# 1) (Vfelcii 
#1305H) was used as the forepuiap In atrles with th© oil dif­
fusion pump. Tim coimectlng tub lag (Mo, 1|.) was fabricated 
from 1" stainless steel pipe, fh® preisure of the aystam 
was monitored with a Phillip*a gaug® (Distillation Products 
Inc., model PHGOl) which, covairs a pr©asur® rang® from 25 to 
,01 microns (2.5 X 10"^  ma to 1 X lO*'-^  
Th® faouura arc stand is shown in Pigur© 2. The design 
was such that it was rtadlly eonstrueted, easily cleaned, 
and capable of evacuation to at l«aat 1 X 10"*^  lam. It 
consisted ©ssentittllj of two brass plates, oa©*half inch 
thiGk and six inches In diaiaeter, and a cflindrical glt.ss 
separator. A groove of auitabl® dimensioas to accept a 
If 3/4" X 4"" moprem "0" ring was maehiiitd in on© aid© of 
©aeh of th« braas plates. On the outer sid® of eaeh plat® 
a water tight compart»@nt was fabricated to provld® coolings 
On® pl&t© (lo. 7# Flgur® 1) was seeured to th® optical b®neh 
%r®asurea givon in this thesis are exprasaed in milli­
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bj means of a sult&bl© clamp (lo. 9)# th® vacuum connec­
tion was made to this plat©, A two inch eylinder of 
diameter glass (pyrax)' tub® was placed b0tw@@n th© brass 
plat0S and actsd m th® .electrical insulator and optical 
window# Vacuum grease was not used la th© "0" ring ai®tal 
to glass Joint, because of th® high t^aperaturea generated 
during long arc ®xposur®a. For «xpoaur®s near ataospherlc 
pressure tn oxygen free atiaosphsrsi, th« tightness of th® 
chamber wag assured by applying prsaaur® to th® top plat© 
of, th© chamber with thr©®- $ inch "0" clamps# aymmetrically 
spaced around th© chamber* A bak«llt« cover was placed 
ovor the top plat® of th® chamber to provide ©leotrical 
insiilatlon when th© ©laiaps war® us@d# Proper design of 
this C0v»r will completely ©liainate danger of electrical 
shock. A Bourdon dial C30 Inches of Hg) vacuum gauge 
(lo* 6, Pigurs 1) (Welch scientific Go, #ll|.3lA) waa in­
stalled to measure th© pressure of gases introduced into 
th« chamber. Small spring clip @l«ctrode holders served to 
hold th# samples for excitation. 
B. Gas Purification 
Preliainary speotrographlc exaiaination of conanereial 
argon, helim and hydrogen indicated the presence of con­
siderable oxygen. Mass ipeetrographic analyses ahow«d that 
holitaa was th® purest of th© three, containing only traces 
of oxygen, carbon monoxide, c^arbon dioxid®, and water vapor, 
or ft total oxygen content of .about 0.01^» Argon had a total 
oxygen content ot about 0.03^1 and hydrogen about 0*2%, 
Sine© th® irae-um arc chambar oontalnad about oa® liter 
of argon, or approximately two grams of argon, th® preseiQC# 
of 0«01^ oxjgmn in the argon would latrodxic® 0#2 mgs. of 
oxygen lato the chamber* If a on© graa metallic sample were 
used for the dstdrmirmtion of 0.1|l of oxygen, this sampl® 
would contain only 0.,1 »g« of oxygmu, fh© argon atmoapfaer# 
would thua oontribute twie® th» oxygen content of the sample# 
For a aaaplii eontalning 0*002% oxygen th® argon atmosphere 
would contribute on© hundred tia«a th« oxygen contrlbutad 
by th© sampl©. Clearly thla is mor© oxygen than can be 
tolerated in the atraospher©, consequently the gases used had 
to b® purified. 
Relatively littl® qiiantitativ# work haa been don© in 
tho ultra-purification of gas«.s, Th® preferred method 
asjong workers in this fl®ld has been th# us© of hot metals 
to chaaically combine with th® oxyg«a and nitrogen impuri­
ties. G-ibbs, Svec, and Harrington and lewton (28) 
ha¥© rseommended uranium turainga at a taaperatur# of 600° 0 
or greater for the coiaplete reisoval of oxygen and nitrogen 
from th® rar® gases, Since all oxygen containing compounds 
ar« dissociated in the high energy are or spark, thereby 
beeoming a soure# of atoaio oxygen line emiasion, provision 
had to b© made for the removal of water vapor and carbon 
dioxide from th© gasss used. 
purification train ia shown in Figure J, It 
<D ® © ® 
IP I > 
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consisted of a cylinder of gas (No, 1), aa absorption tube 
oontalalng sodliw. hydroxid# on asbestos (Ascarit©) for the 
absorption of carbon dioxid®'(No. 2), an absorption tube 
containing iH,ftgn#sixain psrclilorat© (Anhydron®) for tb© removal 
of water vapor (Mo. 3)» a 0.2 ma capillary to reduee tha 
flow rat© of the gas through th® purification ayst@ni (Mo* i|.)* 
a combwstlon tube (98^ slliea) packed with uranium turnings 
to remove moleetilar oxygon and nitrogen, heated by a l8" 
X 1 1/8" split tub© furnao© (Hevi Duty Elsetrie Co.) (lo. 6), 
« metal to glmss coupler (Central Seientific Co. 0at. Io» 
9i|.230) (Mo. 7), ft water-*Jacketed gas cooling chsimber. (No. 8), 
and » 1/8" toggle vaeum mlve (Hoke, Inc., Mo. I4.50) (Mo. 10, 
also lo. 8 in Figure 1). Th« flow rat® of the gas through 
til® purification train was adjusted by th® pressur® regulator 
(Io» 11), and was a©t for a flow rat® of approximately two 
liters per minut#. A high vacuum stop cock (lo. 5) peF-
ffiltted vacuum outgaaalng.of th@ uranium after r©eharglng 
the combustion tub©. 
fht w«t©r»Jacketed gas cooling chamber (io, 8) parmitted 
rapid eooling of the gas, befor® It passed into th© are 
chamber. This greatly shortened the waiting period b©for® 
accurate preaaur® laeasur^iaents could b© made. !Phls eooling 
chajfiber consisted of seven copper tubas I/16" I.D. and aix 
inches long, surrounded by a water tight Jacket. 
It will b« shown later that piarlfication by means of 
this syst®iR was capable of reducing tha total oxygen content 
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Table 2. Spactrographlc Equipaient . 
Speetrograph 
Mloi*ophotoa@t©r 
D, C* Arc and high 
frtquenej spark 
source 
Over-damped 6o cjel© 
condenser diiseharg© 
Developing maohin© 
Jarrtll^Ash Co., 3*4 vm%Qit plan# 
grating speetrograph Ebert, aount* 
Ing, uaii:^ a 6 inch 15»000 lin® 
per inch grating blazed for approx-
imatftlj 12,000 A first order (29)* 
Jarrigll-^Ash Co«, Conaol© Micro* 
photometer. Model JA-2100, 
lational Sp@etrographie Labora­
tories "Spec-Power" unit, Model 
22. 
•Applied Eea^arch Laboratories-
Diet«rt Ifultlsourc© (30)» 
Applied Research Laboratorles-
Diatert C31)* 
of argon to less than O.OOl^, 
0, Speetrographie Apparatus 
The speetrographie equipment ms®d ia this investigation 
is siiaimariz.@d in Tabl® 2» 
Th0" external optical ays tarn us.ed to lllyaiinate th® 
spectrograph was designed t© provide not only uniform illum­
ination over the ©ntire length of the spectrograph slit, 
but also permitted th® full utilization of th© spectrograph 
ap®rt\3rt even with narrow ©lectrod® gaps, A quarts cylln* 
drical l®nsi, 350 nan, focal length, with its axis horiisontal 
was placed Immediately over th« aptctrograph alit, and a 
10 cm, focal length quartz cylindrical l@na with its axla 
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vertical was placed l}.7»2 cm, from the slit could then b© 
projected on the collimating apertur# of th® spectrograph. 
An ap@rtur© was then mad® in tl» acreen of such dimensions 
that if this aperture wer® considered a luminous sourc©, 
it would completely fill the spectrograph collimating aper­
ture with radiation* 1h& electrodes were placed 90 cm* from 
tha slit, and wer® focused on this scr@©n with a 10 ei»» 
,focal length spherical quartz Itns. This lens was placed 
73*8 oai. from th© slit. 
This optical system permitted the ©eternal diaphragmlng 
of th© continuous radiation from th® incandescent ©leetrodas, 
thua reducing th© amount of stray light insid# th@ spec­
trograph# fhe sphsrieal lans and screen alto atrved as a 
very convenient projection sjsteii for th® allgnaent of th® 
electrodes. An electric light bulb behind th© ®l@ctrodes 
was sufficient to image them upon th© acreea for aligianent. 
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¥. SXPERIlBiWAL 
A. Determination of Oxygen in St«#l 
1. Standard sampltts 
St«®l aamplea of known, oxjgen content were available 
from the national Bureau of Standards. &es© standards 
were carefully prepared and eheoked for uniformity by the 
latloml Bureau of Standards, fh© oxygen content was deter-
ffllMd in thlrty-flT# separate laboratories using eight 
different .methods • !Ri@ results obtaln@d have b©#n tabu­
lated and carefully evaluated (5)« ?he results for oxygen 
in the standards used are given in Table 3* 
Table 3* Oxygen content of th© lational Bureau of Standards 
eooperfttiv® st«®l samplei# 






2, Exoltfttion of aaaploa with a vaom«B spark 
In princtpl®,. th® ©xeltatlon of saaplea in a vacuym 
provides the aiiaplsat Bteaas of eliainating intarferenoe 
from atmosphtrlo exygen., Uof or tuna tely, this approach is 
seriously hampered hy axperiiaental 1 iiai tat ions. If spark 
exeitation is userd, voltages on the order of 100,000 volts • 
ar© required to break <3.owa the analytical gap, Coaiiierciftl 
spark sources only provii® a raiaimuai of JO»000 volt®. Jh® 
coaatruction of a unit providing th# required voltag® pre-
aents serioui insulation pr©bl®»s for all coaponents of th# 
aourc®. lv@a if suoh a unit w©r© availabl®, only mlnut® 
amounts of sampl® ar® volatillKtd hy a vaoutan spark. Low 
sensitivity would b© expected, and the ©ffset of' aurfac® 
oxidation would be greatly aiagiiified# 
Beoaus® of th© difficulties outlined above and th© 
failure of Sterner (23) in suocessfully applying this tech­
nique # further experlmantal lnve®tlgation w®s postponed la 
favor of oth#r approachei with greater promise of succeis* 
3» Excit&tioa with a vacuuMi, are 
Direct ourr®iit ares can b® maintained aueceasfully 
bstween carbon el©ietrode.i in a vacuum of approximately 10"^  
to 10"'^  laa, with eltetrod® gaps of on® to four ma. (32). 
The are must be struck by bringing th® two electrodes to* 
gether uatil they touch, and then slowly separating them 
until th® required gap width is obtainsd# An arc of this 
typa has th® potential advantage that conditiona airailar 
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to thoa® ©mplojed In vaeuxm fusion are obtained# A aet&l 
sample placed in the cavity of the carboa anod© attaint a 
•sufficiently high temperature to cause the reduction of th© 
oxides by th® carbon dissolved froa th® ©lectrod® walla. 
Th® evolved carbon aonoxld© can th@n b® deterained sp©c-
trographically, 
To explore th© possibilities of this excitation tech­
nique, the excitation chamber was modified. Th© upper 
©l^ctrods holder of the excitation chamber was attachod to 
a vacuum bellows, which waa, in turn, sealed to th© brass 
cover plate.. Gompresaion or extension of th© bellows by a 
screw adjustment made it poaslbl® to strike the arc and 
adjust th© elactrode spacing Inside the vacuum chamber# 
Although vacuuM d»c. arcs could b« Maintained, metalllo 
samples supported la the carbon anod© sputtertd violently, 
and in a few seconds the ©ntirs insld® portion of the are 
chamber was coated with an evaporated metal film* th© trans* 
mission of the optical window was reduced to zero in only a 
few seconds* fh© problem of observing th® arc discharge in 
a vacuum was insuriaountable, because no method was avail* 
able to r«duo® th® «3£tr®iaolf long mean fr©0 path of th© 
ia®tal vapor sufficiently to keep th© optical window clean. 
Since no data could be recorded, work on this approach was 
stopped. 
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ij.. High .freqm^ nej apark excitation In oxygen-free ataiospheres 
Ixaminatlon of the ©pectra of arc and spark dischargti 
in air r®v®aled that th® most interisa oxygen Una li round 
at 7771 *93 A» Even though the atmosphere surromdlng th# 
dlacharg© contained 21^ oxjgen, th© oxjgsn line was w©sk* 
It was, therefor©, avident that every ©ffort should b@ mad© 
to IntroduG© as m-ueh .saapl© a$ posalbl® Into the disoharg® 
in order to achlt-r® sufficient Inteasltj to deteet oxygen 
in the low®r concantrations Qoeountered in metals. 
Sino© littl© was known about tha vaporization of saa-
pl©s, bj spark discharges In atmospheras other than air* 
exposures of st©el aaraples w®r@ made in air, argon, helium, 
hydrogen, oxjgmn, and nitrogen. These steel samples were 
weighed before and after the exposure so that a coffiparison 
of th© amoimt of saaple vaporized could to© mad®. Source 
condltlona werei G * 0*015 w.P,, L «CXiH., R « 0 ohms, 
breaks par half cycle » l|., and secondary peak voltag© « 
30,000 volta. 
Th© data In fabl© i|. show that approximately one milli-
graia of saiaple was vaporig®d during a thres minute exposure 
in argon, helium or hydrogen atmospheres compared to approx­
imately 5*i|- lailllgrams in air. A thre© miaut® exposure waa 
sufflelent time for the continuous background to b© recorded 
under the line spectra, and thus was th© iBaxlauia practical 
exposure tini.® for ultimata sensitivity* 
In order to definitely establish whether this method 
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Tabl® I4.. Amount of sample vaporized In various ataospheras 
with a high, frequency spark discharge* 
Atmosphere teount of saiapl© 
vaporiaed per minute 
Approjcimats relative 
iron line intensity 
0»3 'lag 1 {lowest) 
H© 0.3 fflg 2 
' A ©•If IHg 
% I..9 mg 9 
% 1,8 ag 10 (highest) 
air 1.8 ffig 9 
of. excitation provided s'uffloient sensitivity, the series of 
oxygen in st®el standards war© run in argon, helium and hy­
drogen atmospheres* For this investigation it was found 
necessary to carefully clean the surface of tli@ standard, 
since surface oxidation reiwlting from the exposure of th© 
aampl© to th© atmospher® was rsadily detected. Surface 
preparation consisted of abrading th© sample surface with a 
clean file followed by iHaaersion in carbon tetrachloride. 
Wh®n this treatment was used, tbe observed oxygen Intensitiea 
for even th® higheat available standard wer® no greater than 
th® carbon electrode "blank"* 
S. Overdamped oondeiiaer discharge, excitation in argon and 
hydrogen 
In an effort to vaporiM laore sample and thus obtain 
better sensitivity, an overdamped condenser discharge from 
3h 
th® Multlsoure© unit was tried. In tliia unit a bank ot 
condensers ar© charged to a fixed voltage, and then dis­
charged through ® series of variable inductances and re­
sistances. Th© rasult ia a unidireetioaal discharg© that 
is highly reproducible. 
In unidirQctioaal discharges th© question arises 3 which 
©lectrod© polarity will provide maximum sampla volatlllKatioh? 
Several investigators have ahown from high speed photography 
(331 that volatilisation occurs almost ®ntlr©ly from the 
negative ©lectrod® in spark-like disoharges. It ia postu­
lated that sample volatilisation takas plao© through posi­
tive ion borabardraent causing, intense localized heating of 
the electrode siirface* This suggests that maximm vola» 
tillzation with a spark-like discharge should occur when th@ 
sample specimen serves as th® cathode. fo confirm this 
prediction, stael saiBpleg were excited in air, argon, and 
hydrogen, and the chang® in w@ight was observed, fhe dis­
charge conditions werej ? s 9i|-0 "volts, C * 60 ufd., 
L z i|.00 uH., 1 a 5 Ohms, f a 2 lainutss. Th© results ar© 
summarized in Table 5» 
•Eho gain in wei^ it of the anod® in th© cas® of air 
was .attributed to the formation of Pe203« The presence of 
Pe202 was apparent from th© bright red color of th® oxide# 
The overdamped condenser discharge in an atmospher© 
of argon covers a relatively large ar®a without deep pea©-
tration of the specimen. In hydrogen, however, a localissed 
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Table 5» Mount of sample vaporlz.ed as anode and cathode 





air ^2.9 - 8.1 , 
A 0.0 -254 
040 •"28. If 
crater approximately 2 ram, deep was formed, fhla s'-ttrfac# 
penetration aliould help to ainiialg# the @ff@ct of surface 
oxidation on analytical r«atalts. fh® crater formation in 
hydrogen was possibly du® to a eh«mloal reaction betwsen 
th© iron and hydrogen. An att«Bipt to verify this hypothesis 
was mad® hy sxaminfttion of th® ©mlssioa ap#etriiM for Pe-H 
bands in tha region of l|.288 A, but no band system, could b® 
found. 
Tabl® 6 sumiaarlses the results of extended detsrmina-
tions of the amoimt of sample 'raporissed from ateel eathodei 
in various atmospheres. Th® discharge conditions w@r« th® 
saiB® as those used In the pr«irlous study. Th© data In Tabl® 
6 show that relatively large amount® of sample war© volatil-
iii©d in hydrogen and argon atmospheres. However, line to 
background ajsasureaiants obtained from duplieat© exposures 
of the standard samples showad that th® seniitlvity of d&*' 
tecting oxygen was approximately 0.06^  for argon end 0,02^  
for hydrogen atxaoapheres. When oxygen eoncantrations abov© 
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Table 6. Amount of sainpl© vaporized with an overdamped 
condsnsef' discharg® in various atmoapheres. 
Atmosphere Sampl© vaporized Approximate relative 
(rag*) intensity of iron lines 
28.4 5 
A 254 10 
17*2 10 
1.1 9 
air 8.1 8 
this figure are ©noounterad, this e:x:citation technique should 
prove useful. However, a gengitivity of 0.002$ was sought 
for the detemlnation of oxjg@.Q in st@®l» 
It was iiaposaible to us® a helium atmospher© as th© 
supporting atmospher© in th© ©xperimentij because th® sx-» 
citation unit overloaded th® protective circuit breaker. 
Ston® (3I4.) had a similar experienoe and postulated that th© 
over leading of tli® unit was iu® tot 
•.»th® oomparatively large #n©rgi@a (ca. 20 
©leetron volts) of th® ionised htlium in th© 
spark. Thtory predicts that if thasnergy of 
an ion la greater than t*lo© the work function 
of the ©leetrod® surface, when a eollision 
between an Ion and the surfae® takes place, 
two electrons mmj b© liberated from th© eathode, 
Th© high currents produced by this effect caus# 
th© automtic circuit breaker in th© power 
source to turn t,h® power off. Th© addition of 
a few per cent of oxjg&n to th® halim sta-
billzea th© spark, probably quenching th® ioni­
zation. ehains formed# 
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fhls explaaatlon doea not seem plausible when on® 
examines the. electrical circuit of th® Multisoui'c® unit. 
In this unit the charga and discharg© phases of th@ power 
condensers ap© electrically isolated# Tlaa protective cir-* 
cuit breaker la in the charging circuit, hsnc# it can only 
be overloaded in charging th®a® condensers, not in discharging 
them as Stond postulates.* It is laor® probable that the 
charging circuit is ovsrloadad beeaust of the slower decay 
of tha ionization in the analytical gap# Should the gap 
remain conductiv® for longer than approximately 5 X 10""^  
seconds, a direct path is pro'tfided to ground for the charging 
current. Since the gap then has it low r©sistaiic®» large 
curr#nts irill b© drawn cauaing tim circuit breaker to owr-
loadf On® would expect a slower decay of ionissation in 
helium tha.n in other gases, because of the m®tastabls triplet 
atat®» which is approjEiaatcly 1? ®«v. above th® ground stmt®. 
Helium in this metastabl© stat® could supply energy through 
collisiOM of th# aecond kind for ionization after th© con­
denser has discharged. 
6. Direct current arc in hel.iu3a 
When th® intensities of the oxygen lines wer® obisrved 
in th® spectra of d.c. arc diacharges in air, argon, helium, 
and hydrogen atwospheres anomalous results w©r# obtained. 
Exposures of an iron arc discharg© in air produced no 
oxygen lln©s, and in a carbon arc discharg® only very 
faint oxygen lints wer© detect«d, even though th© 
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atmosphere surrounding th« arc contained 21^ oxygen. In 
contrast, d.e* carbon arc exposures in helium containing 
leas than 0.05^ oxfgen proiuo©^ Tery intens© oxygen lines» 
Slailarly d»e«. are exposures in argon end hjdrogen containing 
eomparabl© amounts of oxyg®n produeed strong oxygen lines, 
though not so lnt®ns® as in h®lim» 
In order to ©iren partially explain suoh s@®Mlngly in-
consistant results# It must b« r©alisi@d that the -d.c. are 
is a tharmal source# That is, th© excitation energy Is 
primarily derlT^d from th© kinetic energy or temperature 
of th© psrtiol®! In th® arc gap# 
fhe relationship between a given spectral line intensity 
and the kinetic temperaturt of the particles in the gap is. 
given by the equations 
Io</\/P^'W 
wh®r® % 
I 3 la th® intensity of the spectral lln«, 
N sf Is ths .number of atoms p«r unit volum®. 
P - is th® transition probability of tha transition givii:^ 
rise to the spectral lin@» 
E = is th© energy above th» ground atat# of the transition 
giving rise to the spectral Hn©» 
.K= Boltzmnn's constant, 
f Z is th© abaolut® teiaperatur®* 
The ®n®rgy distribution curve of th®s@ particles in the 
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gap closely approximates a Boltzmann dlistrlbution curw and 
the p«ak of this curve la shifted to higher or lower ©n©rgi©a 
depsn^lng upon th® nature of th@ e-toma or moleculea la th# 
gap* Seiaenova (3^) seaaured arc tsmperatures spectrographi-
cally for iron and carbon arcs In air and found a ttmperatur© 
of 5500® K and 7700® K reepectlvelj# Thus higher energies 
exist in a carbon arc thim in aa iron arc* This higher tem­
pera tur® accounts for tiie Increased Intensity of tlie oxygen 
spectrum In th© case of the carbon are# Since are temperature 
Bieasureaents ar© not available for other atmospheres, &n 
adequate explanation of the enhanceaisnt of th® oxygan spectriasi 
Ijntensity can not b© given# However this ©nhanctment 1001110 
reasonable when the case of a carbon arc la helium Is con*' 
aldered, fh© ionization potential of the h@lim is 2i|.»5 e*v., 
and the first excited atat© r@qwlr©s 1? for @xeltation» 
Contrasted to this is the cas® of an iron arc in air# In 
this instanoQ ©n«rgy can be dissipated by the excitation 
and ionization of iron, th® dissociation of nitrogen and 
oxygen, and th© excitation of C-ff and 1-0 molscules, all of 
which require leas than 8 a«v» A lower average excitation 
energy woiild certainly b© ®zp@ct®d, 
Bscaus© Biaxlfflum oxygen line intensities appeared to b© 
obtained in helium, it was appropriate to inveatigat® the. 
excitation' behavior of actual steel samples In a hell-um 
atmosphere. If a st@©l sample were placad in a carbon 
electrode and arced so that sufficiently high .electrode 
i|.0 
tsmperaturea were obtained, radwtlon oi* the oxides In th© 
steel sample should occur* The conditions found successful 
by faeuuiB fusion workers would b© ©ss®ntlally duplicated# 
Til© evolved earbon monoxide would b® confined Insidd tb® 
cliamber, and it eould then b® determined hj exeltation with 
th® samt diaeharge used for the reduction process# 
In order to obtain, slaultaneously, data on th® behavior 
of the electrode syatein at various arc currents and th© 
course of events In the disoharg©., a series of moving plat® 
studies wer® undertftktn* In th« moving plat® teGhnlqu© th« 
photographic plat© is ai,ov©d at regular intervals, in this 
eas® @v©ry thirty sdconda, so that th© variation of the 
spectrum Intensity with tin® can b© observed* fha spectrum 
intensity changes that occur oftn then be interpreted as a 
Chang© in the concentration of th® radiating speei©® as a 
function of tia®, or aa ehaogts in the excitation t®inp®ratur® 
of the discharge ai various atomic or molecular species ar® 
Introduced. 
For th#s# studies, on© gram specimen® of th© 0.106^ 
oxygen in tt®©l standard wer# placed in ©l.ectrodes of the 
type shown in Pigur® i|.. At 5 aTnperes th© fusion was not 
CGBipl©t®i however, the oxygen spQCtrum obtained persisted for 
- th® sntir® three alnut© ©xpo@ur©« At amperes tlm aample 
completely fusad, but th© oxygen spectrum persisted only 30 
seconds, after which a strong iron spectruaa was obtained. 
At higher currentt a good fusion and a strong iron spectrum 
Figure ifA. Empty and Properly Fused Electrode 
Figure ij-B. Lower Electrode Used for the 
Determination of Oxygen in Steel, 
• p. 
was obtained but llttl® or no oxygen ipeetrwa* A photograph 
of an empty eleotrod© and. of an ©Xectrod© in which th® sampl® 
has b©en properly fuisd is shown In Pigurs I4J.. 
Apparently the Intansity of th® oxygen spectrum was 
dependent upon the amouat of Iron vaporised, either beoaws® 
th® iron mpor lowered the ©xeitation level of the arc and 
thereby reduced the ©fficisncy of th© oxygen excitation, or 
becaus® th© finely divided,, vaporized iron reeomblhed with 
(g@tt®r©d) the oxygen and permanantly removed it from th® 
diseharg® zone* fhis questioa wa.s answered by th© results 
of a moving plat© study showa in Figwr© .From this figur® 
it was apparent that th© #ff®ct of iron on th® oxygen inten­
sity was eaus©d priwarily by the lowering of the ©xcitation 
pow«r in the gap# Mmn th© iron ooaoentration in the gap 
increased, the oxygen int«nsity d©©r®as#d» "Gettering" 
action must have played a lalnor role, b©ca,us® the oxygen-
int@nsity was r®.stored to its initial value n#ar th© end of 
the ©xposur® wh®n the iron coneentration in the gap was 
again a minimum. 
Data obtained from integrated exposures at I4., 6, 8 and 
10 artiperea supported these conclusions# As th® arcing, cur­
rent was increassd, th© iron intensity inereased, while the 
oxygen intanalty decreased correspoadlngly. Data from this 
experiment ar® shown in Figur© 6.. fwo other significant 
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most unacceptable as an Inte-raal ataMard, beeaus® th© 
Intensity of th©^ iron spaC'trwia does aot closely parall®! 
th® lnt®nsity of th© oxygtn apectruai with changes In 
axeltatloii .conditions. Instead, ther# appears to be an 
inverse relattionship. 
Second, the thr®@ asoving plat© studies shown in Figur© 
5» although mad® wnder identioal txposur® conditions, with 
th« ©xosption of overall tiia®, iadicatad that th© widely 
varying oxjg&n Intensities oould not have been integrated 
into reprodueibl® relative intensities. This poi.Qt was 
verified when the standard a.ampl®» w®r« exposed ia triplicate 
at 7i- amperes* fh® data w«r® so ©rratte that quaatitativ® 
oalibration could not b® iaad.#.« 
During th®s@ experiments s©v®r@ bubbling of th© 0#X06^ 
oxygen in st.®«l standard was notioed for th© first 30 s^eonda 
of an ©xposur®.* After the Initial "bubbling" period the 
sampl® ran v©.ry smoothly. A siiEpl© caleulatlon for a om 
gram sampl® .containing 0*1^ oxygen showed that 10»3 ml» of 
carbon sionoxlde would b® released at th© ©Isctrod© tempera-
tur# (2000® X). Sine.® this aiaount of gaa could account i'or 
the violent bubbling aetlon.. It was fslt that th© oxyg®a 
was rel©as#d from th® sampl© within th© first 30 a®ooals 
under thes® eondltlons. 
fhe ®xp©rim®.ntal data suaauariissd above showtd rather 
coneluaively that the oxygen Inten-sity was dependant on th© 
amount of iron volatiliged. It was in^oislbl© to control 
i}.6 
the aiaoiint ot Iron volatiliz«<l ©van in suecssslv® samples 
•under identical conditions* fhla was indicated In tha 
moirlng plat© studies shown In Figure 5« 
Aa element whose speetrum would beha-r© In a marmer 
very similar to the oxygen spectrum with ehanges of excita­
tion in the gap was clearly needed for an iiit@ra«l standard, 
irgon appeared to fill tills need, because its spectrum lias 
aom® lines with exeitiatioii potentials similar to the oxygen 
7771 A line. Sine© the oxygen wm liberated so swiftly into 
the chamber ataosplisr©, th® ratio of oxygan to argon rapidly 
assumes a constant ¥alu®. ' A spectrographlc deterisinatlon 
of th© oxygen in th® chamber ataosphere should thsn be a 
good indication of th© original oxygen present in th® sampl©. 
7* Pireet ourr-ent are in argon 
Valle®, (22, 36)# observed that th© electrode 
teapsratur© of a d,c, carbon arc In argon was much lower 
than in air and hallum-# ©ils suggests that much higher 
currents would be rsqulred to aehiev® electrode temperatures 
sufficiently high to caus® reduction of th© metallic oxides 
by th© carbon of th© electrod®s» Gonflraing data as shown 
In Table 7 wer® obtained by measuring electrode t©mp«ratur©a 
with an optical pyrometer (Laeds and lorthrup Cat* lo, 
8622-G) at farloui arc cwrtnts in both argon and helium. 
Becaua© of th© high electrode temperatures required th© 
undercut electrodes shown in Plgur® were used* fh© con­
stricted portion of these electrodes reduced he.at conduction 
kf 
fabl© 7, Electrode temperaturds at various currents In 









5 838 1375 
10 1038 1610 
15 1385 2150 
20 1650 2310 
25 1665 2ij.00 
30 1760 214.90 
35 1827 2590 
so that the eavltj attained a laueli higher temper at \a*8« 
An arc current of twanty amperes was aeleoted for us® 
in the argon atmosphere, since this produced approximately 
th© iaai® t©mp©ratur© (l650® C| whieh was saocessful in an 
atmoapher© of helium,. A tamperatur® of l65'0® C was alio 
reoomrieaded by vacuum fusion workers (9) foi* determina­
tion of oxygen In steel, fh© actual ttiaperatur® of a molten 
steel standard In a carbon tleetrode at an "arc ctarrent of 
twenty aropares was found to vary between a Maximum 1700® C 
at tho anod© spot and & minimum of li|.60° C &t the has© of 
th© electrode oavity# 
A laoiring plat® study of th© carbon are excitation of 
a sample of th© 0.106^ st«el standard in argon showed th© 
high degree of Internal atandardiaatlon achieved with argon 
linesi As shown in Pigur® 7, th© relative intensity of th# 
argon and oxjgen liaea closalj parallel on© another, even 
when large changes occiir in the aaount of iron vaporized. A 
plot of th© oxjgen to argon intansitj ratio yielded an almost 
linear curve indicating that th® internal standard adequately 
compensatdd for variations in ©xcltation ooMltions within 
the analytical gap. Conalderation of wave length proximity, 
similarity of excitation potential, and line intensity 
dictated the choice of the argon 7891*07 1 line as the 
Internal standard. 
Preliminary Galibratlon experiments revealed an oxygen 
blank »q«ival©nt to about i|.00 ppm. oxygen in stetl, Th® 
possible sources of this blank which oajn© to mind w@r©J 
(a) oxygen or oxygen containing compounds adsorbed on the 
walls of the excitation chamber (hereafter called "chamber 
blank"), {b) oxygen content of th® argon gas, (c) oxygen con­
tent of th© graphite electrodes, and (d) surface oxidation of 
th© standards, fha relative importance of theae possible 
sources was then evaluated by suitably designed experiments# 
The magnitude of the "chamber blank" should b© reduced 
by the outgassing technique commonly -ased In high vacuum 
operations, i.e., subjecting the vacuiaa container to high 
temperatures while evacuating. This outgassing operation was 
approximated by arcing a pair of carbon elactredea eight 
consQcutiv® times at a high current (35 airiperes) and Iramedi-
RELATIVE INTENSITY OR INTENSITY RATIO 
s 
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ately ©vmcuating th® chamber after ©aoh arcing. Th® chamber 
was not watereoolei during this operation,, fhe chamber was 
then refilldd with argon and th@ abov® operation repeated# 
Figure 8a shows graphicallj th® r©sults obtained from experi­
ments of this nature# fhs reduction in blank obtalmd bj 
s-uccessive ©xeitfttlon reflects tha rtductlon of the "chamber 
blank" plus tha probable liberation of any oxygen impurities 
from the «l®etrod®s, fhe ultiaatt valuea obtained (flat­
tening of the ourTe® in Figure 8) was a direct jnsasur© of th© 
pt^rity of the argon gas and in th© case of Figure, dA, was 
Qqui-^alsnt to 50 PPa* of oxygen In at#®l. Smiley (18) 
recoamend'ed th# us® of Ascarit© and Anhydron® absorption 
tubes in addition to heated •uranium turnings for the puri­
fication of argon. Sine® previously only heated uranim 
turnings war® used, this addition was mad©. Figure 8B shows 
that this addition reduead th© argon blank t®n fold, down to 
a "ralu© ©qulvalant to approximately 5 pp»* oxygen in a steel 
sampl®# 
fhe results of this ©xperlmtnt suggested that it would 
b© advisabl® to employ a rotary elscstrode assembly which 
could accoumodat© aix sample ®l©etrod©s and one additional 
©lectrod© for outgassing purposes# fh@ saia® counter carbon 
electrode oould be used throughout becauae of the low carbon 
consumption in argon* In this way on# outgassing would 
s©rv© for six saiaplea# fhls rotary electrode holder consist@d 
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holding on® electrode. Rotation of this disc with the aid 
of a smmll magnet mRd© It possible to bring th@ irarlous ©lee* 
trod«3 Into th® optic axis without opsnlng the chamber. 
With this multiple electrode system it was now poaslbl® 
to evaluate the oxygan content of tiB' graphite electrodes'. 
After thoroughly Gutgass.5.ng th@ chamber, th® following @l®e-
trodea wsr© areedj (a) an 'Untreated «lectro<i«, (b) an eleo- ^ 
tr0d© which had been pr«.areed itt 3S ampsrts for 3 minutes, 
and (e) an ©le-etrod® which was heatai to 1000® C for k hours 
k in a vacmm of 1 X 10" aa. fh« a¥erag« rtsults from aix 
such ®xp®rla®ats ar© iummarlMd la fabl© 8, 
Tabl© 8. OxjgBn content of treated electrodes, 
' J .  
lleotrodaa Blank C®qulval®nt per eont oxj-
gen In steel aamples) 
Vacuum outgassed ©lootrodes 
Preareed ©leotrodes 
Untr®at®d electrodes 0,0056 ® 
0,0036 # 
0,0026 # 
It should b« noted that the -y&luea quoted included 
tho ehaiaber and argon bluak, whieh w®r© previously shown 
to be at least 0.0005^ . 
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Tilt data in Table 8 elearly show that th© lowest blank 
was obtained with vaeuim outgassed electrodes. Such eld©» 
trodes can b® outgass#d in quantity and stored la a vacuum 
until iis©» 
Th® blank contributed bj surfao© oxidatioii of tha stand­
ards was difficult to ©mluat®, but Judging from the results 
obtained froa oth»r workers (9» 17) using the vacuum fusion 
teohniqu® this value nust b© n#gligibl0» fhe samples had a 
low surface to voluiae ratio and retained their bright surfae® 
during their short exposure to air# 
Sine® argon was to b@ us®d as th@ internal standard, 
it wms nee»ssi.ry thati (aI th® oxygen In the sample bs com-* 
pletaly volatilised before th# exposure was begun, and (b) 
that th® number of moles of argon admitted into the ehambtr 
b® reproducible, 
Evideno© obtained froia Pigur® 7 indicated that sub­
stantially all of th© oxygen was liberated from th® saapl© 
within one miaute. Further proof of this was obtained by 
©xcitir^ th© 0*-106^ oxygen staniard for on© minut® at twenty 
amperes, evacuating the gas «volv®d, refilling the chamber 
with pur® argon, and then r®arcing th®' sam® aampl# for 
thr®0 minutes, recording photographically only th© last two 
minutes. A valu® of 0.0030^ was obtalntd as th# amount of 
oxygen remaining after & one aiinut# arcing t fhis compared 
within »xp«rlm©ntal error with a blank of 0»0026^ found wh®n 
empty ®l©ctrod@s were aroed# 
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fh® nwaber of moles of mrgon admitted Into the excita­
tion ehambop may b© rtproduesd by maintaining an established 
pr0ssur©, volume and teaperatOT©. The volw» of th© chamber 
was k«pt oonstant toj replacing the glass separators, when 
neeiissary, with others of Idantlcal diaerisioGa. Th® temper-
atur® of the chamber and th© gas w©r© kept within harrow 
limits by watercoollng th© chamber and passing th© hot 
argon gaa from th© purifieatlon train through a watercooled 
h®a,t ©xcshanger. Temper a twr® fluetuations of 3® G war® per-
miaaibla, since this introduoed an error of only 1^ in th® 
quantity of argon present# Preasur# laeasurements with a 
Bourdon gauge coiild b© readily mad® to within 15^«- A M©r» 
cury manometer could ha^® b®©n used, but th© higher pre­
cision obtainabl® was not necessary and in addition, th@ 
manometer lacks th@ compmctness, convenlenca and ruggedness 
of th® Bourdon gauge, 
Sempl© preparation consisted of sawing strips 3/l6 inch 
X 3/16 inch X 2 inches from each of the latioml Bureau of 
Standards standards* Sainpl®a weighing approximately on® gram 
were cut from th®s© atrip®, Th® samples wtre cleaned with 
a small fil® until smooth and bright. Any grease was removed 
with carbon tetrachloride* fho smpl&a w«r© then accurately 
weighed and stored In m vacuum until used# 
Th© four lational Bureau of Standards oxygen In steel 
standards were then exposed in sextuplicat® under th© con­
ditions shown in fable 9# fh© data obtained are presented in 
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Table 10, and th® background corrected analytical cur¥© is 
presented in Figure 9, If th© data from this analytical 
our¥© ar® plotted on a linear ©©ordinate seal®., Figwr© 10, 
it Is seen that an Interialty ratio of 0.155 remaios when 
the our¥e Is extrapolated to aero concentration. This in­
tensity ratio was 4ue to th# oxygen ©ontrlbution of th© 
blank* If another lia® is -dr&wo parallsl to the first, and 
passing through th© origin, a true relatioMhip bstwtsn 
oxygen eoneentratlon and inteaaity ratio li obtained» Th® 
Intensity ratio of 0#1S5 corresponds to an average oxygen 
blank of 0,00315^ under th®s© ©oaditlonst This 'S'alu© eom-
pared very favorably with th® 0,0026% obtained when empty 
carbon electrodes w®r« exposed# 
Th® precision of this a»thod for deterjaiaing oxygen 
(approxiaately b%) Is very aatlsfactory at higher coneentra-
tlons, but becoaei poorer for th« 0,007% and 0.002^ -standards 
(approximately 12^) becaus® of th© eomparatiTOly larg® 
(0,0032'^) and erratic blank• It should be possible to reduce 
this bltok further and reooaaeiidatlons for doing this are 
glvan iti section VI . However, m®n with a blank of this 
magnltud© this Mthod appears laor® precii© than any previously 
reported. 
It haS' b@®n shown that th® gases adsorbed on th® sur­
faces of the ©xcltation chamber male# th© largest contribution 
to the overall blank. This blank can be minimized by adhering 
to experimental details, flhen the chioaber la not in us©. 
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Tabl© 9. Op©3?atiiig conditions of obtaining ealibratlon data. 
Line pair 
Weight of sample 





Length of exposure 
Analytical gap 
iKulaion 







Approximately 1 gm. (Th© aeaiured 
oxygen conoantratioa may b® cor­
rected to ®, 1.000 gram sample by 
dividing th® »@aaur@d intensity 
ratio by the actual sampl® weight.) 
(United Carbon Co. Grade U-2)« 
'Ondsreut 5/l6'* graphite as shown 
In Pigur® l|., 
1/8" dlaaater graphite, 1" long 
with a 120° point, 
6I4.O mm, reproduced to r^. 
300 volts d*c*, 20 ajoperes* 




7100-811-00A, 1st ord©r 
Corning 2,63 
0«05 tm» 
l{. minutes at 21® C in lastaan 
Kodak 0-19 with continuous 
agitation. 
Two at«p sac tor, prellialnary curv® 
method. 
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Table 10^, Calibration data tor the ^eternilaatlon of oxygen 
ln-st;®el» 
Standaj*d Intsnalty ratio 
%0^  Iq 7771^ A^ 7891 
Vm&n 
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OXYGEN CONCENTRATION (%) 
PlgiiT© 10. Coordinate Blank Determination 
Plot for Oxygen in Steel. 
6o 
it should b® evacuated or filled with argon# Before the 
ehumber ia opened to th© atmoapbtr## a 35 amp^^ce are should 
b® operated for mbout three ialnutes to h®at th© ^ chamber sur-
faces, sine® amaller quantitiea.of atmospheric gases ar® 
adsorbed on hot aurfaees, A high d®gr©@ of chaaber out--
gassing if aohieved hj simply pulling a high vaeumi, h&nm 
a iraemiia of at l#ast 2 X 10"^  wm» is obtained before any 
outgassing is attempted. Finally# thr©® '^owtgaasing", 3S 
ampere, d.o, oarbon »ros should b# run in i©qu®nee at re­
duced pr©isur®s (120 ma#) with intervening pumping ©ut of 
the chamber to further red^c® the blank before any exposures 
are mad©. 
In order to evaluate th© blank an exposure recording 
th® blank arising froia th® chamber and th@ argon was mad® 
at th© start and finish of each s®t of 03cposiir«a. fhls was 
aecoapliahed by areiag thd outgassing ©lectrod© linder tte 
saffi© conditions used for th® excitation of th© samples# 
B« Ixtenaioa of th@ Spectrographic Method 
of P«t@rfflinlng Oxygen to Other Motala 
1« Preparation of .atandarda of, known oxygen content 
Th© ©xtenaion of thia »®thod to th® determination of 
oxygen In other jaetals required th® preparation of atandarda 
with known oxygen contents, fhls sa»a problem has been en-
eoimt®r©d by vacuum fusion analysts who hav© ®iaploy®d two 
different methodsj (a) th© addition of oxid© to a metal sam-
6l 
pie, and (b) the reaction of aolsoular oxygen with tb© metal 
sampl«» 
fha method of adding a known weight of oxid® to a metal 
saEiple is generally used for the preparation of hulk metal 
standards and ©ntailf liiaurlng sairipl© homogerioity# Th® sam-
pi® is usually laeltsd in a iracuim aewral times but even so 
comparison of th® oxygen eoat©at of tarious portions mwst b® 
mad®. 
Individual atandards of th® more reactive metals can 
usually b© prepared coiivani®iitly by placing a given weight 
of gaseous oxygen in a reaction chamber togethar with a 
known weight of a M®tal« At e guffiolently high teiaperatur©* 
the oxygen will react eoaipletely with the attal. Samples 
prepared by this procedure certainly are not hoaogeneoui, 
and thus can only b© used when th© oxjgmn froia th® entire 
sample la eonsu»©d.i. Samples of som® metals prepared in this 
fashion can b® mad# homogeneous, howavsr, by prolonged 
annaeling at a temperature slightly btlow the melting point 
of the rg&tal. 
This second approach was adopted as th® moat versatile 
and eonvenitnt. Th« aauiple preparation apparatus is shown 
in Pigur® 11 • It consisted of an oil diffusion pmp CB) 
(national Research Corp» H-2-P) baelc@d by a meohanical 
vacuum pump (A) CWelsh il|.0$-H}, a 3/k Ineh homemade vaeum 
valve (e), s 3/8 inch vaouum valve (D) (Hoke, Inc. #1^ 45)» 










a metal to glass coupler {P) (Central Selentlflc Co, Cat# 
#9i|.230), a silica reaction tub® (Q) 13 mm. X 12 Inches, 
¥olumea (approximately 900 ml#) and (approximately 
100 ml.), 1/8 ineh •\racuuii valuta (Hj I, and J) (Hok®, Inc. 
ikSO) a»d a mercury MarioiB®t®r (K) oonstruct®d from 1 ma. 
bore ©aplllary tubing. 
Sine® 100 KM, of pressure can b® read with t@n times 
th© accuracy of 10 iBii, us log th© a am® manoaister, expansion 
volura© CVg) was ufi@d to permit higher accuraey to b« obtained 
in measuring th® low pressuros r«qulr®d for th© preparation 
of low oxygen standards. This was accoaplished by adding 
oxygen at a higher pressure to then expanding the gas 
into ?2 plus th© r©aetlon system (CJ plus P plua 1) to giv® 
the lower pressure required. 
Calibration of th© volumes the reaction ayatem 
(G plua F plus B), and Vg plus th« rsactioa syatem was ae-
oompllshtd by expanding a known Tol'uine of gms into th© 
various compoa®Qts .and noting th© pressiir® ehang©. Th® 
maximum standard deviation for this calibration was only 
three parts per thousand, which was w®ll within th® needed 
accuracy. 
Th© operation of this apparatus was very simple. Knowing 
the voluma of th© reaction system, (that portion isolated by 
valve D) th® pressure of oxygtn t© b@ added was ealculated 
from the ideal gas Imw," If this pretsure was more than 100 
iiTO. (which could be read to 1 mm, or 1^) th© oxygen was 
6I|. 
added directly to the reaction system by closing only valve 
C and weasTirlng the presaur© on the manometer (K). After 
th® gaa had heen added, the reaction syat@m was Isolated 
by eloalng valve D.. If the pressure required waa lets than 
100 inia. greater acouracy was obtained by using th@ expansion 
volua®« The required pr«ss«r@ was multiplied by th© ratio 
of the volume plus Vg plua the reaction ayatem to the 
volume of fhls pressure of oxygen was added to Wh®n 
this gas was expanded into fg plus the rtaetion system, th© 
d©slred pressure of oxygen was obtaintd# Th® reaction chamber 
was then iiolated by th© valv© D* 
A small tube furnaoe was placed around G and heating 
waa continued until th® residual pressure, as shown by th© 
theraocoupl© gaug®, was insignificant in ©.omparlaon to the 
added oxygen pressure, fypical reaction times were from 5 
to 15 minutes for th© addition of 0,1^ 03cyg@n to a gram of 
zirconium or lanthanum, 
2» Determination of oxygen in lanth&nua 
Because of their v©ry high affinity for oxygen, all of 
the rare earth metals aiuat be prepared and handled either in 
a vacuum or rare gas atmosphere# Sven though many precautions 
are taken in th© production of this a©tal, the oscygen content 
is commonly greater than 0,03^ C37)» Standard preparation 
is readily accomplished with th© apparatus described becaus® 
of the high reactivity of th© aetal. 
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All attempts at th© direct reduction of a lanthanum 
metal standard in a eai^bon ©lectrGde failed. However, a 
successful vacuuB fualoa approach (37) to this problem 
involved th@. usa of a niekel bath containing approximately 
30 p&r G&nt laathanum and a reduction temperatura of I9OO® C* 
fhese eoaditioas ware approxiniftted in the sp©ctro0:'aphic 
Method by aachintng a nickel cup 3/8 inch 0*D. by I/I4. inch 
high and having & l/k- inch csivity drilled I/8 inch 
d©®p«, Th.0 weight of auch a cup was approximatelj l.Q gm« 
1,0.5 gM# aaMple of lanthanum wm placed In this cavitj, 
and th© whol@ assembly was placed into the cavity of a 1/2 
inch underetat -graph!t® electrode. An arc current of 30 
amperes was found to supply the temperature needed for th© 
reduction to take place, ind viauallj th® reduction ph&a« 
appeared to be over in 60 seconds* fh© ©mission apectrum 
of the discharge was then recorded for an additional minut®. 
Otherwise spectr©graphic conditiona were identical to th© 
determination of oxygen in st@®l.» 
The concentration of th© standard® run, and th® intensity 
ratios obtained for separate speciii@as are given in Table 11.. 
fh© average value for @a,ch of th® above standards was 
plotted in Pigur® 12 (curve A)* Sine© -an averag® intensity 
ratio of 0.215 can be attributed to th® blank, thia value 
was iubtracted from the intensity ratio of each standard 
(curve B). Th® resultant intensity ratio (0.85) for th® 
0.00^ atandftrd indicated that there was considerabl© residual 
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fablt 11# Calibration dsta for th© d®t©r»lnatlon of oxygen 
in lanthaniaa. 




1»73., i.6a, 1.67 
lao, 1.22, 1.03 
0,228, 0.202 
Obtained by areing aictetl eup anfi eleetrod© mimis th® 
lanthanum. 
oxygen preseat in the lanthanm aetal used for the prepara­
tion of th© staMarda. This realdtial. oxygen was determined 
by conitructing a lin® tiirough th© origin (©urv® C) parallel 
to the cxarve obtained @xperini@iitally .and applying to it» 
th© intenaity ratio obtained for the 0.00,€ standard. A 
resldml of 0»09^ oxygen was found. Gorrectlng th© concen­
tration of eaeh of th© standards by the reaidml coiiooatra-
tion and replotting th® data of fable 11 gave th© aaalytieal 
ourve of Pigwr© 13# 
If purer lanthanum metal had b®en available from which 
to prepare standards, th© analytical curve eould undoubtedly 
hav© been extended to aueh lower ooneentrations (approjci-
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3» Attempta to detgrmlne oxygen la glrconlmtt metal 
Th© d®tfPBiination of oxygen in zirconium is a very 
diffioult problem, and at present th®r® is no satisfactory 
procedure for this anftlysis. Several inveatigators have 
publiahtd -vacuwia fusion data on tMa determination (10, I?)* 
However, dwplicatloii of their results has not generally 
been possiblt by other laboratories# fh« difficulti«a 
aneountared in this datsnalnation center around: (a) th© 
high thermodynamie stability of zireonium oxid®, and {b) 
the relative ©as© with which th® high melting point alrco» 
nixui carbide is foroxed. fh@ formation of zireonii®! oarbide 
impedes ths reduotloa of the oxidt by causing th® sample 
to solidify, and ocaluding unreduced oxid®. 
a. Overdaiftped eondepser disoharg® in argon and hydrogen* 
Although the sensitivity for th® determination of oxygen in 
steel was judg©d insufficient with an overdamped condenser 
discharge, a sensitivity of 0.02^ to 0*0$% of oxygen in 2ir-
coniuia would b® ample beoaus® of th® relatively high oxyg®n 
content of coaiiriercial zireoniuai.. 
Standards containing 0.1^ and 0.3^ oxygen were 
prepared by reacting a known weight of oxygen with a known 
weight of zireonim. Sine® ©xcitation with th© overdamped 
condenser disoharg® does not eonsum® th© entire sample used, 
th® standards wor© heated to 1000° G for 100 hours in a 
vacuim of i|. X lO"? nm. to permit th« oxygen to- diffuse from 
the surface into th© interior of the sample. 
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gxposur®s of thess ataadards (as th® eathodes) using the 
Multiaoupo# conditions of ¥ » 9^0, C s 60 ufd., L » ifOO uH., 
R a 5 ©I'm® f s 3 mimtm in both argon and hydrogen at­
mospheres failed to produc® any oxygen linos, fhis la©k of 
seniitlvity can probably b« attributed to th® relatiToly large 
quantities of finely divided and highly rsaetlv® zirconiiia 
that was volatlllied, which reooinhlried with th® oxygen to 
©ffectlvaly r®mov@ It from th« diseharg® zon®. 
b» Direct currant &re io argoa» Atteapti to rtduee a 
standard of oxygen in jgireonium directly in a carbon ©lec-
trod® over a tsfflperatiare rang© of 1^00® C to 2100® C failed. 
Several vaeuiaa fusion workers (10, 1?) reeojamend th® 
use of an iron bath coatalnlng approximately 20% zirconluni 
for this determination., this recoiam«adationi was earrled 
out in the spectr©graphic method by flttiag an iron cup 
weighing approximately four graiai into ths cavity of a 1/2 
inch undercut oarbda eloetroda, A one gram sample of zir-
conltM was then placed into th€ eup#. Fusion of th« zireoaluiB 
and iron was readily accofflpliahed to for® an iron bath o.on-
talnlng 20^ giroonitim, but no oxygen was liberated from th® 
saiapl© even at a tempsratur® of SlOO® 0, In fact, th© addi­
tion of Klrconluaa prevented even the residual oxygen known 
to b© present in, th© iroa eup froia being redueed. Similar 
attempts with a nick®! bath alao failed. 
Th@ difficulty ©ncountered in liberating the oxygen from 
zlrooniuffi stsms ©emtared about the fact that it was imposaibl® 
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to the various baths molten at th® aaximum temperatures 
obtainable with a 35 aiaper© arc (approximately 2000° C)# 
Smith (30) suggtsts that th® solidification of the bath 
in the case of iron is du® to tha high carbon content of 
the bath# After micrographic sxaiainsttioa of various portions 
of aolidified iron baths from vacuusa fusion 0xp©rliB©nts., he 
eoncl tided: 
Th® very heavy eonoentration of graphit® flakes 
near th® top of th© melt would cause this region 
to bacoiae VBTJ vlso.e«s or pasty. Such a eoadltion 
at th© top of the bath would not allow dropped 
iamples to penatrats into th® bath,,* 
It is possibl# to aocoHiit for this partioular 
diitribwtion of graphite as follows! fteen the 
iron is h«at®d in eontact with graphite, th® 
biith becomes suturated with carbon# Beeaias® of 
th© thtraial graditntg in the bath, loss of Iron 
by evaporation, and radiation losses, som® fre® 
graphit# is ®ith«r preeipitated or earriod to 
^th® top of th© bath# One© formed# th®s@ parti* 
cl«s can oontinu# to grow, as thermal gradients 
will sTupplj more carbon to the growing graphite 
flakes, 
McDonald, et al« (11), was sucsc©asf«l in the determina­
tion of oxygtn in gireoniua only after using an iron bath of 
aiiniffliM carbon content and keeping the sirconiom content of 
th® bath b«low five p®-r cent* Th9$© conditions war# not 
roadily duplicated in th© spoctrographic method. 
k.» fhe detegMinatlon ot Qx^mn in nloteel 
The dsteriaination of oxygen in nielcal ha® .been found 
relatively ®asy by vacuttm fusion procedures (12) using con­
ditions. very iliitlar to thoae used in th# determination of 
oxjg®n in Bt0®l, lo oxygen in niofc®l standards w#r© avail­
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able, and they were not readily prepared with th© standar«l 
preparation apparatus used for airconiuin and lanthanwai, 
because of the inertness of the metal. 
However, sataples of ooiomsreial nickel were obtained 
froai two separat® soiaroes, and w®r© rim in duplicate. The 
eondltions used ware ideotloal to the determination of oxy­
gen in steal, using the d,c. ar© ih argon, flie intensity 
ratios obtained for the niek#! from sourc® 1 were 0.261 aixd 
0«26o, while thoi® from source 2 w®re O.I63 and 0»171. Siae« 
the oxygen blank as det«r»in®d by areiag ©mpty carbon elec-
trodea gave an iatansity ratio of only 0.039* th© increase of 
intensity ratio aiuat hav® been du® to th® reduction and 
volatiliaation of th® oxygen in th® nickal sampl©. 
B®0aus« of the lack of nickel standards or convenitntly 
»ad® itandards, calibration ©xperimenta were impossible. How­
ever, it would bd @3cp®et®d that the sam© analytical curve 
CPlgur®'9) AS obtained for oxygen in stoel would also apply 
to this determination, sine© the nickel oxides are readily 
reduced and most probably all of ths oxjg&n from the aampl# 
is volatlliEsd as in th« cm® of steel. 
C» Determination of Oxygen in Organic Goapounds 
From th® work on determialng oxygen in steel, it would 
s«ein possible to apply a similar procedur© to the deteraiaa-
tion of oxygen ia organic coapouads. If the organic compound 
is volatilised into an arc discharge, it will be dissociated. 
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and any oxygen present probably will be convertad to highly 
stabl# earbon aonoxid®. After this takes place th© problem 
of dsteruiining the siaouat of earboa monoxide in the argon 
is id#ntlcal to work previously don® on oxygen in sto@l» 
tea milligram samples of various organic coaipounds war© 
weighed into deep ©arbon electrodes• fhese carbon @l®otrod®s 
were eut from $/l6 inch earbon stock and w&r& 3/^ ineh long# 
A eavity l/8 iiioh by 1/2 inch deep was drilled into th® 
electrode to accept the aasiple, fh® expoaur© conditions w@r® 
identical to th© determination of oxygen la iron with the 
exception of th® arcing current which was 15 araperas. fh® 
data obtained from this experiment ar© auaimariz«d in Tabl© 
12. 
Prom Figure II4., it is apparent that there is a good 
relationship between the inttnslty ratios obtained for these 
compounds and their oxygan concentrations. 
Two compounds, pantabromophenol^ and diacetylmonoxin©# 
gava reproducible results which did not fall near the 
analytical curve. It was thought that th®a@ oorapouuds w©r© 
probably irapur®, and for this rsaaon th@ results w«r© not 
included in th@ data presented# 
Ihil© this method apparently does not have sufficient 
accuracy to be of us© in quantlt«tiv© organic analysis, it 
does demonstratt that the saw principle used in th© deter­
mination of oxygen in aetals is applicabl©- to other problems 
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Tabl® 12» Intensity ratios obs®rir®d for various oxygen 
containing organic compounds* 
Ooapound Oxjgen con- Int®nsitj ratio 1.1.11, 
centration A 7891 
(individual determina­
tions) 
A, friphenylcarb inol 6.. 2 0.63 • 0.69 
B» B-naplithol 11^0 0,8I|. 1.05 
Ot Anthraquinon© iS.ii- 1,25 1.27 
D* l,i|. naphthaleM-diol 20,0 105 1.52 
E. Benzoic Aeid 26.2 1.95 2,02 
P.. Sftlieylic Acid 3I4-.8 2«3S 2,k9 
G. Adipic Aoid l44«0 3.05 3.i|2 
H. Aacorbio Aeid 3.50 3.82 
I, Tartarie Acid 66,6 14., 10 3.52 
in which the daaired ©l©ni«nt 'Can b« eonv@rt«d to a gaseoui 
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?i, s0ogbstiohs FOR furfllbr »okk 
fhe t#ehiiiqu© as devtlopsd in this thdali provide ampl® 
oppertimlty for further sxploratlon* 
It would b« highly deslrabl® %©• ©llmlmta tha blank 
arising froa impurities in the argon, tlestrodes, and out-
gasaing of th® chamber. At present no proviaion is mad® 
for th© reraoifal of earbon monexid® which may be prssant in 
the argon usfid. fh@ addition of a copper oxld® combustion 
tub© to the purification train would oxidise the carbon 
monoxide to carbon dioxide, whleh would then b® absorbed with 
Ascarlte. fh© @ff«©tiT?©n#gs of the purifieatlon train could 
also be iiaproTed by increasing the length of the various 
purifying alemsnts ©r by reducing the ST'gon flow rat©. 
Although vacuuitt outgassing of the ©arbon @l@etrodes 
provided a low blank {0.0025^) thar# was no assurance that 
this tr«&taent rtaoved all of the bla^nk oxygen from th® elec­
trodes. Induction, heating would permit temperatures in @xo©3s 
of 2000*^ c to b« obtained to better outgas th®s® electrodes 
should it prov© n®0©3s®ry« Ih@ amount of oxygen reabsorbed 
on transferring thts© electrodes from th@ outgasaing apparatus 
to the excitation chaaiber is also not known* Should th@ 
reabsorbed oxygen prove appreciable it might b© posiible to 
saturate the electrodes with chlorine or some other gas that 
la strongly absorbed to ©llmlnat® this source of blank oxygen# 
Studies to deterailne what Bieaai3?0s n®®d to be taken to better 
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.outgas the ©xoltatloa ohambei' ar© also »e®d®4. 
If the blank w&re eliminated, it Is probable that the 
aensitivltj of th© determination of oxygen in metals could 
be extended down to 0,0001^, lethoda of Inci-^asing tht 
sensitivity would include using a larger sampl© and reducing 
th® volima of th© excitation chamber ao that a higher 
oxygen to argon ratio in th© ohamber would result* 
In order to determin© the general applicability of this 
method, work should be direeted to include th® determination 
of oxygen in othor metals. It s«©ai certain that oxygen 
could b® readily deterialnsd In those attals that do not re­
quire th@ aid of ft fluxing bath In Tacuum fusion procedures. 
Some of th@s® matals in addition to iron and nickel are 
chromium, cobalt# copper, aolybdanua, tungsten and vanadium. 
Metals that requir© a fluxing bath for a successful oxygen 
d#t®raination-could probably be d#termln«d spectrographically 
by providing this bath as was don® in this th®sis In th® 
case of lanthanum. 
In principle the technique develop#d In this th®®is 
could b© extended to include th© determination of hydrogen 
and nitrogen. Hydrogen and nitrogen ar© liberated simul­
taneously with th© carbon monoxide, and th© sam© principle 
for their determination should apply. 
An interesting problem would be that of developing 
analytical methods based on the controlled reaction of the 
samplo with th® atraospher® to disintegrate th® sampl® and 
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permit the oxygen In the sample to be vaporised• kn ©xampl® 
of tbis would b® the areing, or sparking of uraniuai in hy« 
drogen to form uranluni hydrld®# Tltaniiaa reacting with 
•ehlorin©, hydrogen ehlorld© or hromiae gas to form th© 
^olatil® t@tra chloride or t®tra bromide would b© another 
exaicple.. lia this way oxides that ar© v@ry difficult to 
reduce could be folatlllzed dirsetly* 
This thesis work has also polntsd out indirectly th© 
very high senaltlvity obtainable aptctrographically for th© 
analyais of gaseous Impuritlas In gases, and utilization 
of this fact eouM b« mad®. 
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?ii.. Discuasioi 
A comparison b©twa«a th® apeetrographle and vacumi 
fusion, metlioda for detennining oxygen l.ii mttala points out 
some decided ad-rantagts of the spectrographle method. 
First is the great advantage of iacr©aa©d ipaed. As 
opposed to approxlmataly five samples per day by iracuum 
fusion methods, twenty per day ean be .run speetrographically 
using photographio photoaetry, or the tiaia of analyaii per 
sajriple could b® reduced to ten alnutas using a simple two 
ehanael direct reading spectrograph# 
The aeeond advantage is prsoislon. In vaouum fusion 
work, a praclsio'sn of $% to 10|^ is eoasidered exe0ll0.i5t for 
a concentration of oxygen greater than 0#01^. Balow this 
eoaoentration th© precision varies between 2$% to 200^  
depending upon th# particular apparatus and operator. Th® 
precision of the spectrograph!© prooadure at low concentra­
tions is depsndent mainly upon th® l®v@l of th© blank. 
Assuming a iultabl® low blank th© precision should b© l©s.s 
than 10^  even at 0,001^ .. 
fhe sensitivity of the spectrographlc method as doaeribed 
in this th@sls appears to b® approximately 0.001^, With th® 
modifications described in Section VI, th® sensitivity pro-
babl® could b« ©xtendad to at least 0,0001% of oxygen in 
st6@l. This aensitlvlty is considerably higher than can b© 
obtained with vacuum fusion apparatus. 
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At present th@ apecti'ograpliie method for datermlning 
oxygen in metals Is readily applioabl® to metals with ©aslly 
reduced oxides suoh aa ohroiuiUB, cobalt, iron, iBolybdenian, 
niclc@l, and tungsten and the rare earths* By ©xaot duplica­
tion of vaeuum fusion ooaditions with thla apparatus, th© 
oxygen In any metal that can b© determined by vacuura fusion 




A successful method for the deteratnatlon of oxygen in 
st©©l In th® range of 0,002^ to 0,106^' with a precision of 
10^ has b®®n d@wlop@d» The major problems of apparatus 
design, reduction of blank oxygen# and vaporisation and 
determination of oxygen hme been ov®roo.»©, Data were also 
presented to show that this method is also applicable to 
the deteraination of oxygen in ulcic®! md lanthanum# 
Further work needs to b© done on this method to deter­
mine th© applicability of this prooedur® to other laetali, 
howeveri in prineipl© it should have th© sam® wida applica­
bility as vacuma fusion techniquei. 
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